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Abstract: PageRank (PR) problem is one of the most challenging problems in information
technologies and numerical analysis due to its huge dimension and wide range of applications.
It also attracts great attention of experts in control theory; it is closely related to consensus in
multiagent systems. The traditional approach to PR goes back to pioneering paper of Brin and
Page. The original problem is replaced with finding eigenvector of modified matrix which can
be effectively solved by power method. In this paper we demonstrate that the solution of the
modified problem can be far enough from the original one and propose an iterative regularization
method which allows to find the desired solution. We also present an l1-regularization which
provides a solution with most low-ranking pages evaluated as zero-ranking. All methods are
illustrated on two examples of PR problems which have many attractive features as simulation
tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION

PR problems arise in organization of search results in
internet, which require ranking of web-pages [1; 2]. From
mathematical point of view, such ranking is equivalent
to finding the eigenvector of a stochastic matrix P cor-
responding to the largest eigenvalue (equal one): x∗ =
Px∗, x∗ ∈ ΣN , where ΣN is the standard simplex in RN

(sometimes to distinguish this eigenvector we call it domi-
nant). There are other applications of ranking problem, for
instance it can be calculation of impact factors for journals
or citation index. It also attracts great attention of experts
in control theory; it is closely related to consensus in
multiagent systems [3]. The main difficulty of this standard
linear algebra problem is its dimension N ; the number of
pages in internet equals several billions. The technique for
solving eigenvalue problems of such dimensions is based
on power method [1; 2]. However the method applied to
the original matrix P can diverge or it can converge too
slowly. To overcome this difficulty the matrix is modified,
all its entries are made positive by adding a matrix of
ones with some multiplier: M = αP +(1−α)S, sij = 1/N .
Following the tradition of the pioneering paper [4], stan-
dard value α = 0.85 is adopted. For the modified matrix
M the power method always converges linearly with ratio
q = α = 0.85 to the dominant eigenvector xα of M [5;
6]. This convergence is fast enough, but xα can differ
strongly from the eigenvector x∗ of P [6]. We construct
the example, where this difference is large even for α close
to 1. Sometimes there are explanations that the goal of
internet ranking is indeed xα, not x∗. However there are
many applications where the true x∗ is of interest. To guar-
antee convergence to x∗ we apply iterative regularization
scheme, which reminds iterative regularization for solving
variational inequalities [7]. It has the form

xk+1 = Mkxk,Mk = αkP + (1− αk)S,

αk → 1,

∞∑
k=0

(1− αk) = ∞.

and converges to the principal eigenvector of P indepen-
dently of x0.

In general, the ranks of pages (that is components of
x∗) are all nonzero, while most of them are very close
to zero. To get rid of such low-ranking pages, which
are of no interest for the search, we exploit the ideas
of so called l1-optimization, which is a powerful tool for
approximating solutions with relatively small number of
nonzero components [8]. We introduce the optimization
problem

min
x∈Q

f(x), f(x) = 0.5||x− Px||22 + µ||x||1,

where Q = {x ∈ RN , xN = 1, x ≥ 0}, µ > 0 is a
regularization parameter. For µ = 0 the problem coincides
with the original one (with nonstandard normalization
xN = 1 instead of

∑
xi = 1; it is assumed that the

last page is known to have high rank). For large µ the
solution is close to xN = 1, xi = 0, i 6= N . Thus varying
µ we can regulate the number of pages with nonzero
rank. We discuss numerical methods for solving above
optimization problem and provide simple and effective
iterative algorithms.

It is convenient to have test problems which are simply
generated for various dimensions, have common proper-
ties with real-life PR problems (low number of incoming
and outgoing links, relatively low number of high-ranking
pages), simple structure of P matrix which allows to avoid
its storing, explicit formulae for dominant eigenvectors
x∗ and xα. We provide two versions of such tests, both
are based on Markov-chain walks on rectangular grid. For
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the first one the power method converges, but its rate of
convergence can be slow, while for the second one this
method diverges.

The paper is organized as follows. We start (Section 2)
with the description of PageRank, its properties and al-
gorithms. In Section 3 we address two main examples,
which serve for illustration of behavior of known and
proposed algorithms. Section 4 describes iterative regu-
larization approach, while Section 5 provides the idea and
the algorithms for l1-regularization.

2. PAGERANK

Let N be the number of nodes of a directed graph (e.g. of
all web-pages in the internet). Our goal is to rank these
nodes according to their significance. Let xi be the rank
(i.e. the significance) of the node i, i = 1, ..., N and let Li

be the set of all nodes with outgoing edges to node i (the
pages which refer to page i). Then xi could be found from
the equation:

xi =
∑
k∈Li

xk

nk
, (1)

where nk is a number of outgoing edges from node k,
assuming that nk 6= 0 ∀k.
The matrix form of equations (1) is:

x = Px, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN )T (2)
where x is a vector of page-ranks and P is a matrix with
entries pij = 1/nj , j ∈ Li, pij = 0, otherwise. Entry
pij could be interpreted as a probability of a transition
from the node j to the node i, that is why matrix P is
said to be the probability matrix or the transition matrix.
The eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λ = 1 of
the matrix P satisfies equation (2).
A square matrix with nonnegative entries whose column
sums are equal 1 is said to be stochastic matrix or Markov’s
matrix, hence P is a stochastic matrix. It is well known
that λ = 1 is the largest in absolute magnitude eigenvalue
of a stochastic matrix and an eigenvector x corresponding
to the eigenvalue λ = 1 (dominant eigenvector) belongs to
ΣN — the standard simplex in RN .

The typical tool for finding this eigenvector is well-known
power method xk+1 = Pxk, where x0 ∈ ΣN is an initial
approximation. Power method converges for irreducible
aperiodic matrices, for instance for matrices with all posi-
tive entries. For this case the eigenvector corresponding to
λ = 1 is unique and positive. The rate of convergence is
linear with ratio q = |λ2| where 1 = λ1 > |λ2| ≥ |λ3| ≥
... ≥ |λN | are eigenvalues of P .

We assumed that nk 6= 0 ∀k. To guarantee this property
it is necessary to get rid of dangling nodes. These are the
nodes that have no outgoing links (or references). The
typical way for the solution of this problem is to assume
the ability of equiprobable jumps from a dangling node to
any other node. In the further constructed models there
are no dangling nodes.

To ensure the convergence of the power method, one can
modify the original matrix P . Following the approach in
the pioneering paper [4] this is typically done by using
matrix M = αP + (1 − α)S, (0 < α < 1), S =
(1/N)ones(N,N) = (1/N)eeT , e = ones(N, 1). Matrix M

is a stochastic matrix, the power method yk+1 = Myk

converges to the unique dominant eigenvector xα ∈ ΣN

of M for all initial vectors y0 ∈ ΣN , rate of convergence
is linear with q = |λ2| = α [5]. The traditional value is
α = 0.85 and it is believed that xα does not vastly differ
from the eigenvector x∗ of the matrix P . As we show below,
this belief is incorrect.
The ranking method with above modification is called
PageRank and it is used by such search engines as Google
and Yandex.

3. TEST EXAMPLES

We construct two test models, which allow to have matrix
P of arbitrary high dimension. The matrices have very
simple structure: the number of incoming and outgoing
edges is no more then 3 (with single exception). The
dominant eigenvectors of the matrices can be calculated
explicitly, thus we can check accuracy of the proposed
methods. The same is true for modified matrices M , and
we can estimate the distance between x∗ (eigenvector of
P ) and xα (eigenvector of M) as function of α.

3.1 First model

Consider the following ranking model: Nodes are shown

in circles, references are denoted by arrows. To get rid of
(n, n) as a dangling node we assume the ability of equally
possible jump from this node to any other. There are
N = n2 nodes in the model. We are interested in finding
the ranks xij .
Taking arbitrary value of x11, say x11 = 1, we get the
system of equations equivalent to (1):

xi1 = x1i =
1
2
xi−1,1 + 1, i = 2, ..., n, x11 = 1,

xij =
1
2
xi−1,j +

1
2
xi,j−1 + 1, j, i = 2, ..., n− 1,

xnj = xjn = xn,j−1 +
1
2
xn−1,j + 1, j = 2, ..., n− 1,

xnn = xn−1,n + xn,n−1 + 1.
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These equations can be solved explicitly (from x11 we find
x21 etc). Then we can proceed to standard normalization
and get the ranks x∗ij = xij∑

i,j
xij

.

Similarly the ranks for modified matrix M can be found
from equations (it is convenient to take y11 = α, then
ynn = Nα):

yi1 = y1i = α(
1
2
yi−1,1 + 1), i = 2, ..., n,

yij = α(
1
2
yi−1,j +

1
2
yi,j−1 + 1), j, i = 2, ..., n− 1,

ynj = yjn = α(yn,j−1 +
1
2
yn−1,j + 1), j = 2, ..., n− 1,

ynn = α(yn−1,n + yn,n−1 + 1)

and normalization y∗ij = yij∑
i,j

yij
. Denoting xα = y∗

we can compare the ranks x∗ for the original prob-
lem with ranks xα for the modified problem; the re-
sults are shown below. In particular, Table below ex-
hibits the first norm of the error between true ranks and
ranks from the modified model for the fixed n = 2000.
||xα − x∗|| 0.1656 0.1649 0.1628 0.1569 0.1478

α 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.98 0.99
Fig. 1 presents the ranks of anti-diagonal nodes, i.e.
xi,n−1−i, i = 1, . . . , n for n = 2000 (that is N = 4000000)
and different α, while Fig. 2 shows diagonal ranks xii, i =

Fig. 1. Anti-diagonal ranks for different α, n=2000.

1, . . . , n. From the figures we conclude that ranks are

Fig. 2. Diagonal ranks for different α, n=5000.

highly α-sensitive. Resulting ranks for α = 1 and α = 0.99
are strongly different. This is in sharp contrast with com-
mon conviction that the role of parameter α is minor.

That is why using the power method with matrix M
can be incorrect. On the other hand the power method
for P can diverge or it converges slowly. Below are the
results on convergence of the power method xk = Pxk−1

for various dimensions (Fig 3). The results of simulation

Fig. 3. The convergence of the power method for P

confirm that for this model the power method converges
linearly: ||xk −x∗|| ≈ qk‖|x0−x∗||), q = 1− 2

n . Thus we
conjecture that the second eigenvalue |λ2| of P is close to
1− 2

n .

3.2 Second model

Let us slightly modify the first test model; now node (n, n)
is linked with node (1, 1) only.

For this model the system of equations for ranks is similar
to the system of equations for the previous model:

xi1 = x1i =
1
2
xi−1,1, i = 2, ..., n, x11 = 1,

xij =
1
2
xi−1,j +

1
2
xi,j−1, j, i = 2, ..., n− 1,

xnj = xjn = xn,j−1 +
1
2
xn−1,j , j = 2, ..., n− 1,

xnn = xn−1,n + xn,n−1.

The ranks for modified matrix M can be found from
equations

yi1 = y1i =
α

2
yi−1,1 +

1− α

N
, i = 2, ..., n,

yij =
α

2
yi−1,j +

α

2
yi,j−1 +

1− α

N
, j, i = 2, ..., n− 1,

ynj = α(yn,j−1 +
1
2
yn−1,j) +

1− α

N
, j = 2, ..., n− 1,

ynn = α(yn−1,n + yn,n−1) +
1− α

N
.

It is obvious that the power method would not converge
for this model. Indeed if x0

11 = 1, x0
ij = 0, {ij} 6= {11} then

after 2n−1 iterations we arrive to the same values: x2n−1 =
x0. Formally it is because there are several eigenvalues with
absolute value equal 1 (matrix P is periodic).
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Now we compare the ranks x∗ for the second problem with
ranks xα for the modified second problem; the results are
given in the Table:

||xα − x∗|| 0.2215 0.1634 0.0903 0.0382 0.0194
α 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.98 0.99

and in graphical form in Figures 4, 5. From the figures we

Fig. 4. Diagonal ranks for the second model, n=2000.

Fig. 5. Antidiagonal ranks for the second model, n=2000.

conclude that for the second model ranks are also strongly
dependant on α.

4. ITERATIVE REGULARIZATION

To overcome the above mentioned difficulties, we modify
the power method yk+1 = Myk in a way to make the new
method convergent to the eigenvector x∗ of the matrix P :

xk+1 = Mkxk,Mk = αkP + (1− αk)S, (3)
where αk varies at each iteration. The idea of iterative
regularization goes back to the paper [7], where it was
proposed for solving variational inequalities, with applica-
tions to ill-posed linear equations and optimization prob-
lems. It combines Tikhonov regularization with iterative
algorithms. Here we exploit matrix S as a regularization;

as far as we know this idea has not been used in PageRank
framework.

We accept the following rule for choice of εk = 1− αk:

0 < εk < 1, εk → 0,
∞∑

k=0

εk = ∞,
1
εk

log
εk

εk+1
→ 0. (4)

For instance, εk = 1/(k + 2)p, 0 < p < 1 satisfies this
condition.

Suppose that stochastic matrix P has m irreducible closed
subsets

P = diag(P1, . . . , Pm), (5)
Pi are stochastic matrices ni × ni with single eigenvectors
Pizi = zi, zi ≥ 0, (zi, ei) = 1, we denote e = (e1, . . . , em)
with ei = ones(ni, 1), e ∈ RN . Introduce vector x∗ =
(γ1z1, . . . , γmzm), γi = ni/N ; we call it the principal
eigenvector of P : Px∗ = x∗, x∗ ∈ ΣN . Note that any
convex combination of vectors x∗i = (0, . . . , zi, . . . , 0) is
a dominant eigenvector of P , the principal eigenvector is
one of them with weights, proportional to the number of
elements in the i-th subset. Of course if m = 1, then x∗ is
the single dominant eigenvector of P .

Theorem 1. The iterative regularization process (3) con-
verges to the principal eigenvector x∗ for any initial vector
x0 ∈ ΣN .

Proof. 1) Matrix Mk is stochastic and has all positive
entries, hence it has the single dominant eigenvector yk:
Mkyk = yk, yk ∈ ΣN .

2) Prove that yk → x∗ for εk → 0. Introduce M(α) = αP +
(1−α)S, y(α) = M(α)y(α), y(α) ∈ ΣN . Then for P as (5)
we get

αPiyi(α) +
1− α

N
ei = yi(α) (6)

where y(α) = (y1(α), . . . , ym(α)) and we used the equality
Sy = (1/N)e for arbitrary y : (y, e) = 1. Taking the limit
in (6) for α → 1 we obtain yi(α) → y∗i , Piy

∗
i = y∗i , and

taking scalar product of (6) with ei we have (y∗i , ei) =
ni/N. But Pi is irreducible matrix and has the unique
eigenvector zi for eigenvalue 1. Thus y∗i coincides with zi

in direction and differs just by scalar multiplier: y∗i = γizi.
Hence y(α) → x∗. But yk = y(αk), αk → 1.

3) Estimate vk = ||xk+1 − yk||1 having in mind that
Sxk = Syk = (1/N)e:
vk = ||Mxk − yk||1 = ||αkP (xk − yk)||1 ≤ αk||xk − yk||1,
the last inequality holds due to inequality ||Pz||1 ≤ ||z||1.
4) Now we estimate ||yk+1− yk||1 following the idea of the
proof of Theorem 7.2 [6]. Differentiating the equality for
M(α) we get

y′(α) = (I − αP )−1(Py(α)− 1
N

e).

Integrating over α from αk+1 to αk we obtain

yk+1 − yk =
∫ αk

αk+1

(I − αP )−1(Py(α)− 1
N

e)dα.

But matrix Q = (1− α)(I − αP )−1 is a stochastic matrix
(see similar statement in [6], page 346), ||Qx||1 ≤ ||x||1 for
stochastic matrices, and ||z−(1/N)e||1 ≤ 2 for all z ∈ ΣN .
Thus

||yk+1 − yk||1 ≤ 2
∫ αk

αk+1

1/(1− α)dα = 2 log εk/εk+1 = βk.
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5) Lemma 1 [9] If wk ≥ 0 satisfy inequality wk+1 ≤ (1−
εk)wk + βk with εk ≥ 0,

∑∞
0 εk = ∞, βk/εk → 0, then

wk → 0.

6) Now we are in position to prove the theorem.

||xk − x∗||1 ≤ ||xk − yk||1 + ||yk − x∗||1.
The second term tends to 0 due to 2), thus it suffices to
estimate wk = ||xk − yk||1.

wk+1 ≤ ||xk+1 − yk||1 + ||yk+1 − yk||1 ≤ αkwk + βk,

where we exploited 3) and 4). To conclude use Lemma 1.

In contrast with iterative regularization, the power method
xk+1 = Pxk either does not converge (if any of Pi is
periodic) or its limit depends on initial approximation x0

(for m > 1).

The rate of convergence of iterative regularization method
and its dependence on choice of αk is an important
problem. It is possible to estimate the behavior of the
residual vk = ||Pxk − xk||1. We need the following version
of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2 (Chung, see [9]) If wk ≥ 0 and wk+1 ≤ (1 −
c

kp )wk + d
k + o( 1

k ) with 0 < p < 1, then wk ≤ d
ck1−p +

o( 1
k1−p ).

Theorem 2. With αk = 1− c/kp, 0 < p < 1 the following
estimate holds for method (3) :

||Pxk − xk||1 ≤
4p

ck1−p
+

2c

kp
+ o(

1
kq

), q = min{p, 1− p}.

Asymptotically optimal choice is p = 0.5, c = 1, then

||Pxk − xk||1 ≤
4√
k

+ o(
1√
k

). (7)

Proof. From definition of yk we have

Pyk − yk =
1− αk

αk
(yk −

1
N

e).

But for any y ∈ ΣN it holds ||y − e/N ||1 ≤ 2, hence
||Pyk − yk||1 ≤ 2 1−αk

αk
.

Now vk = ||P (xk − yk) + Pyk − yk + yk − xk||1 ≤ ||xk −
yk||1 + 2 1−αk

αk
+ wk and vk ≤ 2wk + 2 1−αk

αk
. For αk = 1−

c/kp, 0 < p < 1 inequality for wk becomes:

wk+1 ≤ (1− c

kp
)wk +

2p

k
+ o(

1
k

).

By Lemma 2 it implies wk ≤ 2p
ck1−p . Collecting inequalities

together we get the desired estimate for vk, and its
optimization over p, c provides (7).

What is interesting — estimate (7) does not depend
neither on N , nor on P ! However this estimate is rather
slow. For very large N it is hard to run more than 1600
iterations, and righthand side of (7) is 4/

√
1600 = 0.1; this

is not high accuracy.

More flexible algorithm with adaptive choice of αk can
be constructed. Take some initial α0 (for instance, good
choice is traditional α0 = 0.85) and run iterations xk+1 =
M(α0)xk until inequality ||xk+1 − xk||1 ≤ ε0 = 1 − α0

holds, thus we control the residual ||Mxk − xk||1. Then
bisect ε taking ε1 = ε0/2 and proceed with α1 = 1−ε1 and
so on. This residual method (which reminds similar method
for regularization) can be validated. Indeed, for fixed α

power method for M(α) converges linearly with ratio α;
on the other hand the same inequalities as in the proof of
Theorem 2 provide ||Px− x||1 ≤ 1

α ||M(α)x− x||1 + 1−α
α .

Hence if ||M(α)x− x||1 ≤ ε, then ||Px− x||1 ≤ 2ε.

Below we provide the results of simulation for the first
model with n = 200, N = 40000. We compare the
power method for P (it does converge) and iterative
regularization with αk = 1− 1/k (Fig. 6). All calculations
are performed for the initial stochastic vector x0 with all
equal elements. Next we apply iterative regularization for

Fig. 6. Iterative regularization v.s. power method for the
first model, n=200.

the second model with n = 500, N = 250000 (the power
method for P does not converge in this case). We compare
2 versions of the method and estimate their convergence to
x∗ as well as behavior of the residuals ||Pxk−xk||1 (Figure
7). It is interesting to notice that the best convergence is

Fig. 7. Iterative regularization for the second model,
n=500.

achieved for εk = 1/k, not for εk = 1/
√

k. The residual
method also looks effective.

5. L1-REGULARIZATION

In general, the ranks of pages (that is components of
x∗) are all nonzero, while most of them are very close
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to zero. To get rid of such low-ranking pages, which
are of no interest for the search, we exploit the ideas
of so called l1-optimization, which is a powerful tool for
approximating solutions with relatively small number of
nonzero components [9]. We introduce an optimization
problem

min
x∈Q

f(x), f(x) = 0.5||x− Px||22 + µ||x||1,

where Q = {x ∈ RN , xN = 1, x ≥ 0}, µ > 0 is a
regularization parameter. For µ = 0 the problem coincides
with the original one (with nonstandard normalization
xN = 1 instead of

∑
xi = 1; it is assumed that the last

page is known to have high rank). For large µ the solution
is close to xN = 1, xi = 0, i 6= N . Thus varying µ we can
regulate the number of pages with nonzero rank.

There are various ways to solve numerically above op-
timization problem, which can be easily converted into
quadratic programming. However, the dimension N for
problems of interest is huge and it is wise to develop special
methods of optimization oriented on the structure of the
problem. We describe just one of such methods — coor-
dinate descent — which reminds Gauss-Seidel algorithm
for solving linear equations. Finding the minimum of f(x)
coordinate-wise, we can run coordinate descent over xi:

xk+1
i = max{xk

i −
(∆k, pi − ei) + µ

||pi − ei||2
, 0}, i = 1, . . . , N − 1.

Here ∆k = Pxk − xk, pi is the i-th column of P , ei is
the vector with the single non-zero i-th component, equal
1. Of course ∆k is also calculated iteratively: ∆k+1 =
∆k + (xk+1

i − xk
i )(pi − ei). This is the basic algorithm

for minimization, there are various versions of it, with
different order for choosing coordinates (including random
order). What is important, after few iterations many
components become zeros, and we can terminate iterations
over them. Thus complexity of calculations decreases.

Simulations for both models and various µ have been
performed. The decrease of the objective function over
iterations was fast enough for all cases. For instance 10
cycles of descent over all coordinates provided desired
accuracy. The normalization xnn = xN = 1 was used
for both models, because the last node is known to have
the highest rank. The number of nonzero components of
the solution strongly depends on µ as predicted, see Table
below (it relates to the second model and n = 500).

µ 0 0.00001 0.0001 0.01 0.1 0.2
N 249971 217 159 50 12 4

By choosing this parameter we can reject as many
low-ranking components of the solution as desired. The
nonzero components obtained are mostly the same that
have largest ranks for the original problem. Thus l1 reg-
ularization allows to emphasize high-ranking pages. Fig.8
depicts the results for the last row entries xni of solutions
for the second model with n = 500, the original solution
x∗ is compared with l1 regularization for various µ.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Two simple models are proposed which are convenient
for experiments with PageRank problems. For them two
different regularizations are tested. The first one is able

Fig. 8. l1 - regularization for the second model, n=500.

to find the principal eigenvector in situations when power
method does not converge or converges too slowly. The
second method allows to get rid of low-ranking nodes
which are of no interest for search engines.

Further theoretical and numerical research is needed for
the proposed regularization methods.
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